
Music Files: Can the downloaded MP3s be used with iTunes, iPod,
iPhone, Blackberry or any MP3/Media Player?

The short answer is - Yes.  

Our files are standard MP3's made to CD quality, and should be compatible with all devices that
support the MP3 format

With reference to any issues arising with iTunes, iPod, iPhone Blackberry and  and any other MP3
or media players you should primarily refer to the instructions that came with your device, and have
support from the device manufacturer, or from where the device was purchased. iTunes, iPod,
iPhone, Blackberry  provide ample support. We have provided links to this further down on this
page. It would be unreasonable to expect Note Perfect to provide support for  the many hundreds of
these devices as they have their own instructions and support. 

However there are a number of common sense actions to take.

Download the zip files to a location of your choice on your computer.
Ensure that the MP3s have been extracted from the ZIP files to a folder of your choice on
your computer, that way you do not have to keep downloading them should you
accidentally loose them. (NB. If you loose your files we will always supply them again so
long as we are in business, and without charge).
ALWAYS back up your files after you have downloaded them (both the zip files and the
extracted MP3 files).
Do not put the zip files onto your device, just the MP3 files go into it.
Follow the instructions that you have for your device to transfer    files to it from your
Computer.

 

Browsing our site you will find many free MP3s to download and test on your player. We encourage
you to do this.   

IMPORTANT: Remember that in order to use our downloaded files on your player they MUST first
be extracted from the zip files -  See How do I extract MP3s from the downloaded zip files?  It has
been known for some to try and put the zip file onto the MP3 device. If you do this your player will
not play them from inside the zip file,  and cause other problems. 

The following links are external to the Note Perfect Site, for your assistance, and as such are
outside our scope for support.  

To point you in the right direction for iTunes help, see - How to Add Downloaded MP3s to iTunes or
if you want to transfer from a CD  - How to Copy CD to iPod and iTunes.  iPhone assistance -  How
to Transfer Music and Video to the iPhone. Blackberry Assistance -  How to send MP3 files to a
Blackberry.

To see a list of various iTunes and iPod tips, tricks and help see iPod and iTunes HOW Tos.  

A program that helps organise files on iPhone, iPad and iPod is Free iTunes Alternative.
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The external links are provided as a courtesy, and Note Perfect does not warrant  their accuracy or
fitness for purpose.
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